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MUSTEC – Market Uptake of Solar Thermal Electricity
MUSTEC was launched in October 2017 and is funded by the EU Horizon 2020 program. MUSTEC’s aim is
to explore and propose concrete solutions to overcome the barriers that hinder the deployment of solar
thermal electricity (STE) and concentrated solar power (CSP) projects in Southern Europe which are
capable of supplying renewable electricity on demand to Central and Northern Europe.
Our philosophy is built around a distinct time period multidisciplinary analysis, on the Past (Previous
cooperation initiatives and experiences from historical CSP development), Present (Current structural
constraints and push factors for CSP deployment in regulatory, policy and market environment) and Future
(Potential futures and possible scenarios are explored).

MUSTEC Outputs
Over the past 5 months, MUSTEC focus has been placed on the investigation of cooperation possibilities
offered by various STE/ CSP project types, the identification of key factors affecting the expansion of STE /
CSP technologies in the EU energy market, as well as the description of the CSP innovation system
structure and the study of the CSP social acceptance.

In this context, a number of featured publications is available for all interested stakeholders in the
“Library / Results” section of our website, such as:
Visit us at:
http://mustec.eu/

Follow us at:
Twitter LinkedIn
The MUSTEC project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under grant agreement No 764626
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In the light of the EU 2030 Climate and Energy framework,
MUSTEC aims to explore and propose concrete solutions to
overcome the various factors that hinder the deployment of
STE / CSP projects in Southern Europe capable of supplying
renewable electricity on demand to Central and Northern
European countries.

MUSTEC Outputs


Are you interested in representative project typologies, indicative for what can be marketed today?
Would you like to learn more about developing bankable CSP-based solutions fitting the EU
cooperation mechanisms? Check out the “Selection of representative and strategic CSP / STE projects
potentially suitable for cooperation” report.



Are you in search of drivers and barriers, which can affect CSP deployment? Would you like to become
more familiar with the analytical frameworks, supporting the identification and classification of the
aforementioned drivers and barriers? Do you aim at understanding thoroughly the views of CSP
investors and other related stakeholders? Then download the “Analysis of the drivers and barriers to
the market uptake of CSP in the EU” report.



Would you like to have an overview of the actor structure in the CSP innovation system, based on the
Technological Innovation Systems approach? Access the “Stakeholder Mapping Report” report.

MUSTEC Events
MUSTEC 3rd Project Meeting”, November 19th-20th 2018, Madrid
The 3rd MUSTEC’s meeting took place in CIEMAT
premises, Madrid, on the 19-20th of November.
The discussions held were oriented towards
reviewing the progress of the work carried out so
far and planning the next steps.
During the two-day meeting, partners had the
opportunity to emphasize on the challenges
MUSTEC should deal with. Moreover, discussions
were also focused on finding effective ways for
engaging stakeholders, as well as organizing the
upcoming tasks.

Visit us at: http://mustec.eu/

The MUSTEC project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under grant agreement No 764626
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MUSTEC Synergies
MUSTEC in the H2020 CSP Projects’ Joint Newsletter, November 2018
MUSTEC project, along with 14 more CSP projects financed under the H2020 programme, are working
together in order to create synergies. To this end, a joint newsletter with the recent outputs of all projects
was released in November 2018.
Subscribe to the Joint Newsletter, to keep in touch with recent developments from the CSP research
activities.

MUSTEC News
MUSTEC has participated in a number of STE /
CSP events organised over the last months. More
specifically, MUSTEC was present in:


Reunión de Redes de Energía, held between
26th-28th of September in Cuernavaca, Mexico,
where Natalia Caldes provided an overview of
the MUSTEC project and the current results.



SolarPACES
Conference
2018,
nd th
realized between 2 -5 of October
in
Casablanca, where John Lilliestam presented
the MUSTEC project and debated on the
impact of the Chinese CSP industry.

You may find more info on these events under the “News & Events” section of our website.
Visit us at:
http://mustec.eu/

Follow us at:
Twitter LinkedIn
The MUSTEC project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under grant agreement No 764626

